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CONCEPT OF SARBAT DA BHALA IN GURBANI 

ਸਭੇ ਸਾਝੀਵਾਲ ਸਦਾਇਨਿ ਤ ੂੰ ਨਿਸੈ ਿ ਨਦਸਨਿ ਬਾਿਰਾ ਜੀਉ ॥ 

Sabhe sajhival sadain tun kisai na diseh bahra jio.  

All share in Your grace; none are beyond You. SGGS Ang 87 

 

DEFINITION OF SARBAT DA BHALA 

SARBATT DA BHALA literally means all of us are equal.  This is the concluding line which marks the 

finale or ardas or supplicatory prayer by which every Sikh service or ceremony ends. This couplet reads: 

Nanak nam  chahrdi kala tere bhane sarbatt da bhala (May God’s name, may the human spirit  forever 

triumph, Nanak; and in Your will may peace and prosperity come to one and all).  Sarbatt da bhala is 

not a mere pious profession of goodwill for all beings; it is a living concept in the Sikh tradition which 

is central to the Gurus’ spiritual vision.  

ਏਿੁ ਨਿਤਾ ਏਿਸ ਿੇ ਿਮ ਬਾਨਰਿ ਤ  ਮੇਰਾ ਗੁਰ ਿਾਈ ॥ 

Ek pita ekas ke ham barik tu mera gur hai. 

One God is our father; we are His children. You are our Guru. (SGGS Ang 612) 

ATTAINING TRUTH 

Truth, as Guru Nanak says in his Jap Ji Sahib is attained by subjecting oneself to a multidimensional 

discipline which comprises not only the willing direction of one’s mind to the pursuit of spiritual 

enlightenment, intellectual discernment through knowledge, the cultivation of an aesthetic sensibility 

and harmony with Divine will, but also a persistent effort to promote the general good. Habitual pursuit 

of the common good marks the peak of spiritual ascent; it is through consistent striving for the welfare 

of others that the process of devotion is brought to perfection. “Without doing good to others devotion 

remains imperfect.” 

ਨਵਣ ੁਗੁਣ ਿੀਤ ੇਭਗਨਤ ਿ ਿੋਇ ॥ 

vin gun kite bhagat na hoe. 

Without virtue, there is no devotional worship. SGGS Ang. 

The purpose of learning is to impel one to serve others. 

ਨਵਨਦਆ ਵੀਚਾਰੀ ਤਾਾਂ ਿਰਉਿਿਾਰੀ ॥ 

vidia vichari tan parupkari. 

Contemplate and reflect upon knowledge to become a benefactor for others.  

SGGS Ang 356 

PURPOSE OF PRAYER 

Daily a Sikh prays selflessly for "all to prosper"'. This gesture comes from the clear and pure teaching 

of Gurbani (Sri Guru Granth Sahib) and forms the Gurmat code of conduct. Gurbani tells us that there 

are "no others" but "there is only One who resides within all". We are children of that One God. As the 

potter makes pots of different forms and colours from the same basic clay and the goldsmith moulds 

jewellery of various types, colours and shapes from the same single homogeneous material, gold, 

similarly we have originated from the same One Light. 

ਿਨਰ ਏਿੁ ਨਿਰੂੰਜਿੁ ਗਾਈਐ ਸਭ ਅੂੰਤਨਰ ਸੋਈ ॥ 

Har ek niranjan gaiai sabh antar soi. 

Sing the praises of the One, the immaculate Lord; He is contained within all. SGGS Ang 706 

 



CONCLUSION 

 Man has, according to Sikhism, come from the Divine and his travails will end when he merges with 

God. This precept of sarbatt da bhala, predicated on belief of the brotherhood of man and in all men 

being equal heirs to God’s grace, permeates the entire Sikh tradition. It is exemplified in deeds of seva, 

humility, self-abnegating service in the common cause and in the Guru ka Langar, the community 

refectory where all sit together to share the meal, thus overruling distinctions of caste, creed, or clime. 

The value epitomized by sarbatt da bhala has been a potent factor in the tradition and sensibility of the 

Sikhs.  

 


